Max Weber famously defined Herrschaft as »die Möglichkeit, den eigenen Willen dem Verhalten anderer aufzuzwingen,« and further distinguished on the one hand »die Herrschaft kraft Interessenkonstellation,« and on the other »die Herrschaft kraft Autorität.« 2 One way to compare the nature of power from the center of the late Roman Empire to its periphery in the last half of the fifth century is to take Weber's two »ideal types« of Herrschaft as a point of departure, even if, as he recognized, boundaries between the two are fluid. They are, after all, only models, but as George Box famously observed, »essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful.« 3 Moreover, the discourses within which the practice of Herrschaft is presented and grounded is anything but transparent: tropes and genres both provide a way into understanding the exercise of power but can also obscure, for cultural reasons, this exercise. Europe in the fifth century experiences a spectrum of formal and informal modes of Herrschaft, from long-established imperial authority to ad-hoc moments of what seem to correspond to Weberian charismatic Herrschaft. Weber's models are wrong when considering Herrschaft in its myriad manifestations in the fifth century, but they are indeed useful. In order to explore the varieties of Herrschaft, which is often translated as »dominance« in English, 4 this essay will consider how four very different figures came to exercise a power that made it possible for them to impose their own will upon the behavior of their contemporaries. Drawing primarily on recent reappraisals of these individuals and the sources by which we know them, we will see how the neat categories of domination by virtue of a constellation of interests and domination and by virtue of authority were intimately bound together; but also how impossible it is to distinguish between Weber's further distinctions among patriarchal, charismatic, and bureaucratic dominance. Finally, we will also see that the distinction between practice and discourse is equally problematic.
The lives of our examples, an Isaurian soldier named Tarasis (c. 425-9 April 491) who became the Emperor Zeno; 5 the Gothic general Theoderic (454-526) who came to hold virtually the same, if unnamed office in the West; 6 the vir dei active at the end of imperial presence in the provinces of Noricum and Raetia; 7 and the virgo sacrata Genovefa (ca. 420-ca. 502) 8 span a fairly narrow but significant chronological spectrum -essentially from the middle to the end of the fifth century. 9 They represent however a wide range of human dominance, from the Roman Emperor to a relatively minor provincial woman. They lived, as goes the Chinese curse, »in interesting times.« Severinus was probably born around the year of the sack of Rome by Alaric; they all saw the violence of civil war both in the east and west of the Empire and had their lives fundamentally affected by the violence and threat posed by Attila and his Huns at mid-century. All lived through the deposition of Romulus Augustulus in 476, although this may or may not have seemed as momentous to them as it came to appear to subsequent generations. And by the time of the deaths of Genovefa ca. 502 and especially Theoderic in 526, the world of Late Antiquity was fundamentally different from that in which each was born: the East had endured but survived major crises that might have ended its existence; the West saw the definitive end, if not of Roman culture, then certainly of the Empire as a dominant political factor. Two of these individuals ultimately assumed the reins of the bureaucratic apparatus of Empire, one in the East, one in the West; two struggled without office, official sanction, or indeed, in the case of Genovefa, without the possibility of gendered, patriarchal authority on the edges of a crumbling Empire. Each can be perceived only through a highly elaborated discourse that in part may obscure their rise to dominance in their individual spheres, but rather than retreating into the solipsism of post-structural ideology, these very discourses can be understood as part of what constituted their ability to impose their wills on their contemporaries.
Each of these figures, too, has been the subject of enormous scholarly interest and debate concerning the ideological, cultural, and political matrices in which they achieved their power. One of the primary tropes to understand the power exercised in the fifth century has been ethnicity. 10 Within the Empire as without, the ethnic background of individuals and parties has been seen as a major explanatory trope in political solidarities and the exercise of authority. Certainly the rise of Tarasis/Zeno, has traditionally been understood primarily in ethnic terms: Tarasis was after all an Isaurian, a population known for its military valor and that had long played an important part in the Imperial army. 11 His rise in the court of Leo took place at the expense of the Roman general Aspar and his Thracian Gothic allies. Indeed, this is how the events were portrayed in the abridgment made by Photius of the lost account of Candidus, secretary to the highest ranking Roman officers in Isauria under Leo and Zeno, and the assumption that Leo sought to counterbalance Gothic power in his court by supporting another ethnic group, the Isaurians, has been long a part of the master narrative of the fifth century imperial history.
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Theoderic, of course, was famously a Goth, a member of the Amal family that claimed fifteen generations of rule over his people.
13 He spent his youth as a pampered hostage in Constantinople, during the reign of Leo during the years of Gothic influence at the imperial court, and his return to the Goths may have followed and resulted from the murder of Aspar who was finally ambushed and murdered in 471 on Leo's orders. Within eight years he was leading a Gothic army reputed to be 10,000 strong on Constantinople. Then, after years of complex fighting, maneuvering, alliances and betrayals in Thrace, Theoderic turned his army toward Italy with the blessing of Zeno, destroyed the strong man Odoacer, and created his Ostrogothic kingdom.
If the traditional views of Zeno and Theoderic place an emphasis on their ethnic background to explain the source of their power, the situation is less clear with our other two examples, Severinus and Genovefa. One might assume that the hagiographical conventions that structured our primary sources on these two individuals intentionally edit out the ethnic or social foundations of their authority. The regional or ethnic origins of Severinus are unknown. According to his biographer Eugippius, when Primenius, an Italian priest who had sought refuge with Severinus, asked him about his origins, Severinus refused to say, asking rather his interlocutor what use it was for a servant of God to boast of his place of origin or his ethnicity (locus vel genus), when by keeping silent on these he could avoid vainglory.
14 His ter- Genovefa, of course, was no vir, and her ability to exercise her own will to direct the behavior of her contemporaries in northern Gaul is even more remarkable. That is, of course, if she did so at all: Until the pioneering studies of Joseph-Claude Poulin and Martin Heinzelmann, it was generally thought that the Vita S. Genovefae was a late and generally fabulous creation. 16 We now know that the earliest version was indeed written in the early sixth century and as such provides a close image of the saint as she was remembered in the decades immediately following her death. But who was this enigmatic figure? Assigning her to an ethnic group is much too simple: her name is Germanic, but her parents Severus and Geronica, bore Roman names. In terms of social prominence, they were sufficiently important in Nanterre that when Germanus of Auxerre passed through the region on his way to Brittan, he apparently spent time with them and their young daughter. But none of this explains how, after the death of her parents and her move to Paris, she would become someone who could organize the resistance of the Parisians during the invasion of Attila, effect the construction of the basilica of St. Denis, travel to neighboring towns in the style of a public official, negotiate the release of condemned prisoners with Frankish kings, and organize the delivery of the annota to a besieged Paris. Indeed, the Genovefa of the Vita seems, as Krusch ironically suggested, almost the »Mayor of Paris.« 17 What indeed is the source of her Herrschaft? Can we simply credit both Genovefa and Severinus with Weber's charismatic Herrschaft while Tarasis and Theoderic represent his patriarchal form? Let us begin with Tarasis and the ethnic explanation of the events leading to the murder of Aspar and the rise of Zeno. If we could simply credit a Germanic vs. Isaurian power struggle in the court of Leo as generations of scholars have done, our job would be much simpler, and the resulting image would reify the long-held assumptions about the importance of ethnic identities in the struggles for power in the late Empire. However, as Erich Gruen has recently argued, ethnicity was a weak and ambiguous category for social categorization or political organization generally in Antiquity, 18 and we would be well advised to take this into consideration when looking at the events in the court of Leo. One need not go so far as to discount ethnicity as a significant category altogether -the very instances that Gruen investigates indicates that it was an often invoked trope, even if it was seldom determinant, and thus held meaning in classical discourse. However one must be cautious about accepting ethnic identity as determinative in the creation of collations and in the exercise of dominance with- Of course his Gothic army, actually as heterogeneous as were all other fifth century armies, was essential to his power. But his ability to make himself the center of a constellation of the interests of western Roman elites was what made possible the consolidation of the more significant portions of the Western Empire for decades. The image that emerges from his correspondence penned by Cassiodorus is not just the projection of his learned secretary: it also corresponded to what Italian elites wanted desperately to believe. Thus, as Jonathan Arnold has recently argued, Theoderic was not just another barbarian commander but widely perceived as the restorer of the Empire in the West, a princeps Romanus whose martial abilities, embodied in his victorious army, completed the image of a Roman emperor, combining military valor (seen to have been lost in the effeminate East) with the civic virtues of an ideal Roman Augustus. 25 The ideologically balanced and gendered language at Theodoric's court, as well as the panegyrics composed for him by Ennodius, drew on the whole repertoire of imperial ideology. As Procopius wrote, »in governing his own subjects he invested himself with all the qualities which appropriately belong to one who is by birth an emperor.« 26 And yet, as Arian, he could continue to represent himself to his military as other than the effeminate rulers in the East. In this process, practice of power and discourse were inseparable: his ability to practice power was intimately connected to the discourses of imperial power as understood and earnestly sought in the West for over a century. At the same time that Zeno and Theoderic were dominating their respective empires through the command of complex ideological and religious discourses backed by overwhelming force, dominance on the peripheries of the empire responded to different and less unitary rhythms. beleaguered cities along the Danubian frontier, just as they were of little practical meaning to the threatened cities of northern Gaul. Here very different forms of Herrschaft, of domination, mattered, forms that are very difficult to perceive, but which we can perhaps glimpse in the extraordinary careers of Severinus and Genovefa, at least as mediated through the discourses woven by their biographers. It is perhaps best to consider first what these texts do not describe. There are no emperors, no principes Romanorum, in the worlds of Gaul and Noricum. Roman officers of any sort are notable primarily by their absence. In Noricum we still find Romani, and the rare tribunus commanding inadequate troops of frightened soldiers. 27 Odoacer appears briefly, but at the beginning of his career, long before he is rex in Italy. 28 An ecclesiastical hierarchy is dimly present, but while various bishops are mentioned, they are mostly individuals who are said later to become bishops: the bishops of Severinus's own day seem to be but shadows. 29 Much more present are the kings of the Rugii and other barbarian tribes pressing on the Roman world, but they too are in fragile situations, as much under threat from their neighbors as are the Romans themselves. Likewise in Genovefa's Gaul, religious and secular authorities are only dimly present: The bishops she encounters, from Germanus of Auxerre who blesses her on his journey to Britain, or Vilicius of Bourges who consecrates her, are not local to Paris. 30 Indeed, no bishop of Paris is ever named and, apart from a few priests and deacons, Genovefa's interactions are exclusively with the laity. 31 Nor are Roman officials in evidence: in the Vita Genovefae, just as in the Vita Severini, the only Roman official named is a single tribunus, and he is a supplicant to Genovefa. 32 Very much present are barbarian kings, Attila who threatens Paris, and especially the Frankish kings Childeric and his son Clovis, with whom Genovefa negotiates and whom she outmaneuvers. Here she is like Severinus, who could cause the Alemannic king Gibuldus to tremble and secure the release of the king's Roman hostages. Genovefa's world, as constructed by her biographer, is one notably lacking in institutional authority: like Noricum, it is composed of communities of isolated towns, threatened by hostile forces, and largely left to themselves. They are in need of a defender, but no individual can command these hostile forces simply by authority. Severinus and Genovefa step into this vacuum. True, both are from elite backgrounds, even if it is impossible to know them exactly: While certainly not the Consul Flavius Severinus, Severinus of Noricum came from a noble, senatorial background; he was versed in Roman law and in the niceties of diplomatic ceremonials; his Latin was that of an educated Italian.
33 Genovefa, too, was from an elite background of Gallo-Roman aristocrats, she continued in her adulthood to control estates and servants, had 34 These backgrounds may indeed have been necessary preconditions to their ability to mobilize the communities through which they moved and to negotiate on their behalf with the barbarian kings who increasingly impinged on them, just as Theoderic's Gothic army was a necessary precondition to his dominance of Italy. However elite backgrounds were insufficient to explain their power in the rapidly shifting world of the imperial frontier. Here I think that we must take seriously the authority they derived, not from their inherited status, but from their twin positions as outsiders and as people of God, but people of God outside the disputed hierarchy of the age. Neither had substantial, existing networks in the communities where they were most active: Severinus simply appeared, and in spite of speculations to the contrary, there is no reason to assume a previous period of activity in Noricum. Genovefa arrived in Paris after the death of her parents and initially met determined opposition from within the city. Both became effective by offering the same radically different solution to the crises facing their adopted communities: faced with imminent destruction at the hands of barbarian armies, Severinus counseled prayer, fasting, and works of charity along with military tactics; Genovefa urged the same when Paris feared sacking by Attila 35 but later, when the region is threatened by famine, she personally undertakes to transport of the annona.
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Traditional responses to external threat: reliance on Roman protection or simple flight, no longer offered security. Instead, these two wonder workers urged an internal response that combined locally organized resistance to external force with a transformation of the local community that was both spiritual and material. Whether this would have worked on Attila is questionable, and Paris's escape from destruction may simply be because it was never Attila's target. But certainly the evocation of a spiritual authority, along with the courage to face barbarian powers, be they Rugian or Frankish kings, and to accept their legitimacy even while demanding their protection, represented a very different approach. And throughout their careers, neither figure sought to use the credit they received for their political interventions to create a more institutionalized form of power. Severinus, the vir dei, rejected the office of bishop and was neither fully a monk nor a hermit: 37 as Ian Wood has argued, he existed on the margins of acceptable religious tradition, closer to the much despised girovagus than the kind of reputable abbot as would be demanded within a more settled world.
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And Genovefa, the virgo sacrata, also eschewed the normal behavior of sanctified women who were expected to live as confined anchorites under religious authority, but rather traveled every bit as much as Severinus. Her role was closer to that of the de facto bishop of Paris, and yet as a woman there was no possibility of her assuming such a post. 39 Nor did it matter: episcopal office didn't count for much on the edges of an empire. What counted was the ability of leaders to demonstrate their divine authority, then to turn this authority into action in their negotiations with the rising barbarian powers and the waning Roman communities of their day. Miracle working figures, who held no religious office, claimed no imperial authority, and adhered to no doctrinal faction, were best suited to this role.
34 Vita Genovefae, 34. See Heinzelmann and Poulin, 44-46 and 98 on her role in directing the collection and distribution of the annona.
35 Vita Genovefae, 10-12.
36 Vita Genovefae, 34.
37 Vita Severini, 9. In conclusion, we have seen the exercise of power at the two poles of the Roman world at the end of antiquity: in Constantinople, dominance continued to work through military force, dynastic politics, and institutional structures, but its limits were defined by the ability to conform to a community's vision of how that power should be exercised, a vision permeated by orthodox opposition to Arianism. In Italy, many of the same rules still applied -the elites still wanted a princeps, a Roman emperor who could embody both military and civic virtue, but the troubles of the first half of the century had left a much wider realm for manoeuver in confessional and institutional terms. On the frontier, the remnants of institutional, dynastic, and military power were perceived as inadequate to face the challenges of supporting barbarian power. Rather than imperial office holders supporting legitimate Roman lordship against illegitimate barbarian aggression, or even bishops defending orthodoxy against Arian barbarians, figures such as Severinus and Genovefa drew strength from their very marginality, but used this strength to win the respect and, for a while at least, the protection that they sought for their isolated and threatened communities. This, at least, is how contemporaries wished to understand them, this is how the discourse of power could be represented and operationalized at the end of the Ancient World.
